**4K Receivers**

**4K Receiver System Wide Features**
- 4K Resolution Support
- HDCP 2.2 & HDMI 2.0
- All Lossless Audio Supported
- Integrated Video Scaler
- Video Wall with Rotation
- Instant-Seamless Switching
- Endpoint Control via RS232, CEC, & IR
- POE Powered
- Plug-Play-Present Built In
- Image Push, Pull, Pop
- On Screen Display
- All 3D Formats Supported
- Easily Accessible API

**3G POE**
VBS-HDIP-508POE
- 4K System Wide Features

**3G+AVP**
VBS-HDIP-518AVP
- 4K System Wide Features
- Analog Audio Out
- Adjustable Volume & Delay
- USB 2.0

**3G POE Daisy-Chain**
VBS-HDIP-509POE
- 4K System Wide Features
- Network Out Port
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1080p Receivers

1080p Receiver System Wide Features

- 1080p & Lower Resolution Support
- HDCP 1.4
- All Lossless Audio Supported
- Integrated Video Scaler
- Video Wall with Rotation
- Instant-Seamless Switching
- Endpoint Control via RS232, CEC, & IR
- POE Powered
- Plug-Play-Present Built In
- Image Push, Pull, Pop
- On Screen Display
- All 3D Formats Supported
- Easily Accessible API

2GΩ/3G RX
VBS-HDIP-505POE

- 1080p RX System Wide Features

2GΩ/3G+ RX
VBS-HDIP-515POE

- 1080p RX System Wide Features
- Analog Audio Output
- USB 2.0

Accessories

IR Control
VBS-HDIP-IRD

- Serial to IR
- Compatible with All Devices
- Adds IP to IR Control

Rackmount Shelf
VBS-HDIP-RS1U

- 2GΩ, 3G and 2G Compatible
- Holds Up to 13 Devices
- Max 5U High
- 19’ Rackmount Shelf
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